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Congratulations. Completing the ExitMap Assessment is the first step towards controlling your transition as a
business owner. The advisor who asked you to complete the Assessment has received a copy of this overview
report, along with the 40-page ExitMap Analysis for review and discussion together. 

As the name implies, The ExitMap is a direction finder for successful transitions. An exit strategy requires
financial, operational, legal and tax planning, but first it requires a company that can support the plan. Engaging
professionals for estate planning, wealth management or documentation has little purpose unless you first
confirm underlying assumptions about your business and employees.

Your ExitMap Advisor understands that the various professionals needed for a complete exit plan require
coordination. Each must understand the complete picture, and how their services fit into an overall strategy. He
or she has started with this Assessment as a cost-effective way to gain an overview of your readiness to start the
process, and help you prioritize the steps that will deliver the greatest financial benefit.

The Assessment calculates your readiness for transition in four key areas:

Finance: Your current state of preparedness in understanding business value and tax issues.
Planning: Your progress in preparing successors, emergency plans and a post-ownership vision. 
Revenue/Profit: A look at how your business trends will appear to potential buyers and lenders.
Operations: The preparedness of your employees, systems and processes for new leadership.

Each functional category shows an overall preparedness score, as well as an estimate of the urgency and
difficulty levels of needed improvement. Urgency factors are most influenced by the time frames to exit that you
selected in the Assessment. Difficulty factors reflect the complexity of change, or the challenge of developing
capabilities that currently don’t exist.   

Review your Assessment scores, and schedule a meeting with your advisor to go over the Analysis; a deeper (40 
page) discussion of each answer from the Assessment.  

60.6%

OVERALL EXIT PREPAREDNESS

Sooner or later, every business owner leaves his or her company. 
You can choose to exit on your terms, or you can let the results 

of the biggest financial event of your lifetime, be a surprise.
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WHAT IS THE EXITMAP?

YOUR RESULTS

WHAT'S NEXT?
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    Your ExitMap Preparedness Score is 60.594%. 

Although you probably have some areas of operational strength, your overall Assessment score indicates
substantial obstacles lie in the way of leaving your business with the value you want in the time frame that you
anticipate. One or the other, and perhaps both of these may need to be reconsidered. Carefully review each
functional category in the Assessment. Those with a higher urgency score should be prioritized for improvement.
Those with the highest difficulty score will require more of your time and attention to implement. The ExitMap
Analysis can provide valuable guidance on specific areas to prioritize.
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    Your ExitMap Financial Preparedness Score is 78.265%. 

Any exit plan revolves around the equity you expect from your business. Your Finance preparation score is
derived from your answers to valuation and taxation questions. You appear to have a basic understanding of
valuation and tax structures. Begin running potential exit scenarios so that you can understand the impact of
different strategies.

Start establishing some business debt relationships, if you are able. A good company can incur debt without
falling back on the owner's wealth. Defining an SIC or NAICS code for your business may require averaging
between two similar industries. Employees seldom have substantial capital, but well-constructed stock
performance incentives can position them for a takeover. Appraisals using USPAP standards are usually an
accurate estimate of value, but you should also know what specific traits appeal to your target buyer. Planning to
reduce taxes on a sale may requires new entities, structures or accounting for expenses. 

Being debt free is good, but it doesn't tell an acquirer whether the company is creditworthy without you. Ask your
accountant or banker for the reports from Sageworks or RMA on your industry metrics. Appraisals are the best
starting place, but may be stale after only a year or two. Current industry trends and the financial markets are
equally important. "Ordinary" income tax is a relative term. Careful structuring now can dramatically impact the
amount you pay to the IRS. Many employee successors have solid management skills, but ownership requires a
broader view, and substantial preparation.
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    Your ExitMap Planning Preparedness Score is 46.04%. 

Planning is at the core of any transition process. Regardless of how much you currently plan for business
operations, the biggest financial event of a lifetime warrants careful thought and preparation. Planning
preparation scores are derived from your answers regarding timing, objectives, and your post-exit vision for
yourself and your company. You’ve put some thought into how an exit might work, but it is time to start gathering
facts and making more substantive plans. 

Developing a Personal Vision for life after the sale takes some thought, but it is critical to any successful
transition. If you are still central to your daily operations, there is a serious issue with developing management in
time for a lucrative exit. Employees seldom have a comprehensive picture of how to maintain value without you.
Discussing it enhances everyone's security. Engaging a professional to draft a financial plan is a worthwhile
investment. Make certain that you have a solid, validated value for the business, or your planning costs may be
wasted. Owners often assume that internal successors “know” how to run the company, but decision-making and
problem solving are learned skills.

Exit timing is a major issue, regardless of your health. You should have a practical plan already in place.
Business owners who can't see past their last day of work are seldom successful sellers. Start writing down what
your life will look like in its next iteration. Your family and employees deserve a rational, documented plan in the
event of your misfortune. Planning retirement based on your desired lifestyle is a start, but many retirees outlive
their financial ability to maintain the level of activity they had planned. An internal transfer requires just as much,
if not more, planning and lead time as a sale to a third party.
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    Your ExitMap Revenue/Profit Preparedness Score is 58.42%. 

Sales trends, customer stickiness and profitability are major factors in realizing the equity value of your company.
Your Revenue/Profit preparation score is derived from your answers regarding sales trends, profitability and
markets. Steady sales and profitability increases are prerequisites to a strong company valuation. Preparation for
an exit should focus on creating upward trends in both revenue and profit. 

Flat or uneven revenues will greatly diminish any chances of outside financing. Flat profits are actually declining,
since they indicate the company is struggling to keep up with normal inflation. Customer concentration is a major
discounting factor for buyers. Written commitments should be periodically refreshed. Buyers dislike evergreen
contracts documenting long-ignored terms and conditions.

Stagnant profits frighten business buyers. If revenues aren't growing, start now to determine how to operate
more effectively. Prospective buyers seek growing revenues. Boosting sales and profitability should be a top
priority. The 80/20 rule applies to many things in business. In sales, however, that level of concentration is not
regarded as favorable by buyers. Purchase contracts and service agreements are value enhancers. If you don't
already have one, install a system for tracking renewals. 
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    Your ExitMap Operations Preparedness Score is 66.642%. 

The value of any business lies largely in its talent. Key employees who can assume your duties (or already have)
increase business salability, and offer protection against a distress sale. Your Operations preparedness score is
developed from your responses to questions about your employees and systems. You have some management
and appropriate systems in place. It may be time to look at how to retain key personnel after your departure,
using long term incentives or deferred compensation.

Learning how to delegate is one of the most difficult lessons for an entrepreneur. It will require commitment, but
is critical to your succession planning. An owner-centric company is difficult to transition to either internal or
external buyers. Delegating at least half your tasks to others is a challenge, but absolutely necessary. If you
aren't formally reviewing employees, it's difficult for them to understand what is expected. Training a second in
command requires spending enough time for he/she to learn why you make the decisions you do. A strong
manager, or several such managers, are a major positive factor in a buyer's valuation of your business. Stepping
back from untested technology is easy, unless it is part of employee expectations.

Outdated or incorrect documentation raises great concern from any buyer. It is a major item in normal due
diligence. The more you work in your business the less it’s worth. Few buyers are seeking a job that dominates
every waking moment. Systematically aligning your employees' objectives with those of the business can
dramatically improve organizational performance. You have some capable managers, but developing a broader
or deeper team will take several years. Written employment agreements are documentation of a two-way street.
The security they provide for the employee should be matched by their obligations to the company. Unless you
are in a technology business, maintaining the cutting edge could be worrisome for a buyer. 
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                                                         The ExitMap Assessment provides you with an overview of your

                                                         preparedness for a transition. You now have a general idea about areas

                                                         which require further attention, and the key areas that could improve the

                                                         value and salability of your business.

                                                        
                                                         Your responses are examined in detail through the 40 page ExitMap 

                                                         Analysis. The Analysis clearly describes the challenges associated with

                                                         implementing each of the recommended changes. It provides a category

                                                         by category, question by question breakdown of the most important issues

                                                         with unique, full page discussions of each area, including recommended
                                                         approaches.

The Analysis is designed to be reviewed with the advisor who recommended the Assessment. That advisor has
been trained to identify priorities, and to help you to organize action items for greatest effectiveness. Your advisor
has already received a copy of the Analysis, and is ready to begin helping you on your path to a successful
transition. He or she is taking the initiative to coordinate your advisory team.

You have taken the first step towards realizing full value for what may be the most important financial transaction
of your life. The next step is to do something about it. Schedule your Analysis meeting with your advisor today.
He or she is taking the initiative to coordinate your advisory team.

THE NEXT STEP

YOU'VE COMPLETED THE FIRST STEP

THE EXITMAP ANALYSIS

MOVING FORWARD

SCHEDULE THE MEETING
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A: The ExitMap uses a proprietary algorithm with five variables. Each question has an assigned factor based on
its importance. Each of your responses is weighted by the urgency associated with your answer (how quickly it
should be addressed) and the difficulty of implementation. Finally, the weighting is modified by your answers
regarding the anticipated time frame for exit and the developmental level of your management team.

A: If you are planning to sell to a third party, the marketing and sales process usually takes between nine months
and two years, after you’ve fully updated financial and systems documentation. For internal sales (employees,
partners or family) the focus is usually on preparing successors to assume your management and ownership
responsibilities. We recommend starting a plan at least three years prior to the date you expect to step back from
daily responsibilities. Many owners start five or even ten years before their final exit.

A: Regardless of whom you choose to be your primary advisor, a fully implemented exit strategy will require
some input from most, and perhaps all major areas of expertise. The advisor who provided your access to the
ExitMap Assessment is trained not only in his or her area of professional expertise, but joined the ExitMap
community to work collaboratively with other advisors to develop a complete and coordinated plan. Your custom
ExitMap Analysis helps keep the whole team on track, and reduces unnecessary fees that often result from poor
coordination.

A: We know from working with thousands of busy owners that coordinating with an advisor helps you stay on
track, and measurably increases your chances of success. Most professionals concentrate in an area of practice
specialization. For CPAs and attorneys, we recommend someone who focuses on business and estate issues,
and has previous business transaction (not just real estate) experience. Insurance brokers and financial planners
are less specialized, but a Certified Life Underwriter (CLU) in insurance and a Certified Financial Planner (CFP)
in wealth management have the training and education to handle exit planning. A business coach or consultant
is usually more experienced in coordinating a team environment.

A: Your exit strategy shouldn’t be driven by just one factor. Tax planning, legal documentation and risk
management all have a place at the table, but none of those areas are the sole path to success. When the time
comes, work with your chosen lead advisor to assemble a professional team that will help you pursue and
achieve your goals.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: HOW DID YOU DEVELOPE MY SCORES?

Q: WHAT IS THE TIME FRAME FOR EXITING A COMPANY?

Q: WHY SHOULD I USE THE EXITMAP FOR PLANNING?

Q: WHY SHOULD I WORK WITH A QUALIFIED ADVISOR?

Q: WHAT IS THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF MY EXIT STRATEGY?

Q: HOW DID YOU DEVELOP MY SCORES?
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KEY AREAS

THE EXITMAP PROCESS Finance Planning Operations Revenue 

THE ASSESSMENT:

THE DEBRIEFING: 

THE EXITMAP IS ONLY AVAILABLE THROUGH QUALIFIED EXITMAP ADVISORS. TO
LOCATE AN ADVISOR TRAINED IN THE EXITMAP PROCESS, CONTACT US AT

(800) 653-5405 OR AT ADVISORS@EXITMAP.COM.

THE ANALYSIS:

The ExitMap Assessment provides a Custom Summary Report on the readiness of an owner 
and company for succession implementation, focusing on four key areas: finance, planning, 
profit/revenue and operations.

Your advisor has received the ExitMap Analysis to share with you at your debriefing. The 
Analysis is a 40 page report with specific feedback on each of your responses. It provides 
your advisor with a comprehensive look at the business beyond his or her specific area of 
professional expertise, so that no area of potential value enhancement is ignored. 

Any transition, whether to family, employees or via a sale to a third party, will maximize your 
returns with planning and preparation. The ExitMap Analysis includes a ToolBox suggestion 
for each of your responses. ToolBox ideas are practical process improvement and tracking 
techniques that can be implemented for each area of your business.

Every tool that you complete benefits not only your plan toward exiting, but also provides 
valuable documentation for any potential acquirer.

Setting up a meeting with your Advisor to review the Assessment and Analysis is a critical 
step in the ExitMap process. Professional Advisors use the ExitMap tools to identify areas 
with the greatest impact on the value and transferability of your business. They are
committed helping owners transition their businesses on their own terms, in their own time, 
and with the highest return achievable. Just a few years advance planning can have a 
dramatic effect and radically change your lifestyle in retirement.
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The ExitMap produces a custom Assessment and Analysis based on your answers to carefully developed
questions, using a five variable algorithm for each answer. Answers are weighted by the relative importance of
the question, the difficulty of implementation in most owner-managed organizations, and the urgency of taking
action based on the owner’s time frame for exit, with specific responses weighted by estimated time frames and
organizational maturity.

The combination of factors used in the ExitMap algorithm impacts your overall score and is based on each of the
answers given and then again on a combination of all answers. For example, preparedness in the 60th to the
75th percentile in each of the four operational areas will result in an overall preparedness score in roughly the
50th percentile, due to the combined effect of actions needed in all four areas.

The ExitMap indicates directions and priorities for a successful exit. Businesses, regardless of their size, are
complex mechanisms. Choices regarding one area of operations may impact the practicality or desirability of
suggested actions in a different area. 

The Legal Stuff:

Operational disclaimer (consult outside advisors before making changes)
The ExitMap is intended as a guide to preparing business operations for a transition to successor ownership. It is
best utilized with the assistance of a professional advisor who is knowledgeable in process improvement and
management. Every ownership transition involves issues of taxation, legal documentation and financial planning.
We strongly recommend discussing any plans with professionals qualified in these areas prior to implementation.

Section 230 disclaimer (tax and legal advice)
Circular 230 Disclosure: Pursuant to U.S. Treasury Department Regulations, we are required to advise you that,
unless otherwise expressly indicated, any federal tax advice contained in this communication, including
attachments and enclosures, is not intended or written to be used, and may not be used, for the purpose of: (i)
avoiding tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or; (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to
another party any tax-related matters addressed herein.

Copyrights
© 2007, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 MPN Inc. The ExitMap logo is a registered trademark of MPN Inc. All rights
reserved. ExitMap Assessments, Analysis, Action Plans and related materials may not be duplicated without
express written permission.

HOW IT WORKS:

THE LEGAL STUFF:
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The information that you provide for ExitMap reports is secured with the passcode assigned by your ExitMap
Advisor. Your Advisor will also receive the Analysis report,a 40 page detailed breakdown of each response in
your Assessment. Meeting with your ExitMap Advisor to review the Analysis is your next step towards
maximizing your business value.

CONTACT INFORMATION:

12015 Radium Street 
San Antonio, TX  78216

The ExitMap
(210) 615-1800

Website:  

Address: Email:  
Phone:  

www.ExitMap.com

Consulting@ExitMap.com

YOU ARE HERE.

FURTHER READING:
Entrepreneurial Behavior
Hunting in a Farmer's World 
by John F. Dini

Building Business Value
Built to Sell

by John Warrilow

Mid-Market Mergers/Aquisitions
Finish BIG
by Bo Burlingham

CONGRATULATIONS, YOU'VE TAKEN THE FIRST STEP ON THE
ROAD TO A SUCCESSFUL TRANSITION!

Main Street Business Sales
11 Things

by John F. Dini
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